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Objectives 

Upon completion of this activity, the participants should be able to: 

• Goals of HIV Therapy
• The Drug Classes
• When do we initiate Antiretroviral Therapy 
• Selection of Antiretroviral Therapy
• Long-Term Benefits of Anti-Retroviral Therapy 

• Reduction in Morbidity and Mortality



Goals of HIV Therapy 

• Reduce morbidity and mortality 
– Since 2004, AIDS related deaths have decreased by 64% (UNAIDS)

• Reduction of opportunistic infections
– Provided patient is on appropriate HIV therapy 
– Compliance 

• Increase CD4 (Helper T-cells), decrease HIV RNA (viral load)



Declining Morbidity and Mortality among Patients 
with Advanced Human Immunodeficiency Virus 

Infection

Mortality and Frequency of Use of 
Combination Antiretroviral Therapy 
Including a Protease Inhibitor among 
HIV-Infected Patients with Fewer than 
100 CD4+ Cells per Cubic Millimeter, 
According to Calendar Quarter, from 
January 1994 through June 1997.

Palella et al, N Engl J Med 1998; 338:853-860



The HIV Drug Classes

• There are 5 drug classes and over 30 medications available
– Four antiretroviral drug classes used in initial regimens

• Nucleoside (and nucleotide) reverse transcriptase inhibitors (NRTIs)
• Non-nucleoside reverse transcriptase inhibitors (NNRTIs)
• Protease inhibitors (PIs)
• Integrase strand transfer inhibitors (INSTIs)



Targeting HIV-1. 

Mohamed G. Atta et al. CJASN 2019;14:435-444
©2019 by American Society of Nephrology



Initiation of Anti-Retroviral Therapy (ART)

• Initially there was a "hit hard and hit early" approach to 
treatment
– all patients should be treated with combination therapy as 

soon as possible (N Engl J Med. 1995;333(7):450.)
– Some providers, however, withheld therapy in patients with 

relatively preserved CD4 due to toxicity and complexity of 
early ART.

– Lack of clinical evidence proving a benefit of therapy for those 
with normal CD4 counts.





Adjusted rate of hospitalisations per 100 patient-years, by cohort.

Calvin J Cohen et al. BMJ Open 2013;3:e003028

©2013 by British Medical Journal Publishing Group



Hospitalisations per 100 patient-years, by cohort and adherence.

Calvin J Cohen et al. BMJ Open 2013;3:e003028

©2013 by British Medical Journal Publishing Group



Initiation of Anti-Retroviral Therapy (Today)

• Benefit of ART for individuals with HIV, regardless of 
CD4 count or the presence of symptoms, was suggested 
by a large cohort study 
– Described reduced mortality among those who received ART 

when the CD4 count was >500 cells/microL compared with 
starting treatment below this threshold. (Effect of early versus 
deferred antiretroviral therapy for HIV on survival. N Engl J Med. 2009)



BACKGROUND: The optimal time for the initiation of antiretroviral therapy for asymptomatic patients with human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) 
infection is uncertain.

METHODS:  Total of 17,517 asymptomatic patients with HIV infection in the United States and Canada who received medical care during the 
period from 1996 through 2005. None of the patients had undergone previous antiretroviral therapy. In each group, patients stratified 
according to the CD4+ count (351 to 500 cells per cubic millimeter or>500 cells per cubic millimeter) at the initiation of antiretroviral therapy. 

RESULTS: In the first analysis, which involved 8362 patients, 2084 (25%) initiated therapy at a CD4+ count of 351 to 500 cells per cubic 
millimeter, and 6278 (75%) deferred therapy. After adjustment for calendar year, cohort of patients, and demographic and clinical 
characteristics, among patients in the deferred-therapy group there was an increase in the risk of death of 69%, as compared with that in the 
early-therapy group (relative risk in the deferred-therapy group, 1.69; 95% confidence interval [CI], 1.26 to 2.26; P<0.001). 
In the second analysis involving 9155 patients, 2220 (24%) initiated therapy at a CD4+ count of more than 500 cells per cubic millimeter and 
6935 (76%) deferred therapy. Among patients in the deferred-therapy group, there was an increase in the risk of death of 94% (relative risk, 
1.94; 95% CI, 1.37 to 2.79; P<0.001).

CONCLUSIONS: The early initiation of antiretroviral therapy before the CD4+ count fell below two prespecified thresholds significantly improved 
survival, as compared with deferred therapy.



Selection of Anti-Retroviral Therapy 

• Initiate ART irrespective of CD4 count and detectable viremia
• Treatments are based on upon high barrier of resistance (for 

example, a NRTI based regimen with INSTI)
• Labs such as chemistry, CBC, liver panel monitored closely while 

on HAART in addition to CD4 and HIV RNA by PCR 
– We check HIV genotype and HLAB5701 (abacavir hypersensitivity) in all 

patients at time of initiation of ART



Long-Term Benefits of Anti-Retroviral Therapy 

• Effective ART results in sustained suppression of HIV RNA. 
– Leads to improvements in cellular immunity (eg, CD4 count) and a 

subsequent reduction in AIDS-related morbidity and mortality.
– Suppression in HIV RNA can also result in a reduction in HIV 

immune activation (eg, proinflammatory cytokines, chronic 
inflammation, and T-cell activation)

• Otherwise leads to end-organ damage (eg, coronary artery disease, liver 
and kidney disease, malignancy, neurologic disease) 

Shorter survival in advanced human immunodeficiency virus type 1 infection is more closely associated 
with T lymphocyte activation than with plasma virus burden or virus chemokine coreceptor usage. J Infect 
Dis. 1999;179(4):859.



Conclusion 

• ART has evolved over time thanks to reduction of pill burden and 
studies demonstrating benefit in early initiation of ART 
irrespective of CD4
– Viral suppression has led to reduced HIV transmission 
– Early initiation of ART has led to reduction in HIV immune activation 

leading to reduced mortality in patients with co-morbidities such as 
cardiovascular disease, HIV associated-nephropathy, malignancies (HIV 
and non-HIV), hepatitis B &C, tuberculosis, and diabetes.  

– Reduction in opportunistic infections



Take Home Message:
Early initiation of HIV therapy improves survival!
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Thank you!
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